Thursday, July 8th, 2010 saw the announcement by the FDA of a re-enforced emphasis on inspecting for compliance with 21 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 11 on electronic records. This move came on the heels of the agency pulling back from releasing a revised 21 CFR 11 in 2009.

Now, 14 months later, where is the FDA headed? 1

Agency Intent
When the agency published its intent to raise the enforcement profile of 21 CFR 11 (i.e., “Part 11”), it listed four goals: 2

1. Assess the industry’s comprehension or continuing misinterpretations of Part 11
2. Determine how firms are ensuring the integrity of electronic records
3. Extend scrutiny of data quality-related and computerized system validation-related 483 observations since 2007
4. Determine next steps for Part 11 — including whether to issue a revised regulation or simply draft more guidance

To achieve these objectives, FDA is conducting two types of inspections: For Cause and Extended. The For Cause inspections are typically due to a record integrity-related issue in a submission, as a result of a recall investigation or a whistleblower allegation (e.g., some tip-off that all is not proper with company data related to product safety and effectiveness).

An Extended inspection will occur as a result of a standard, routine inspection wherein the inspector has come across one of two issues:

1. The firm relies heavily on computerized system controls to make its product, or
2. The firm has not made reasonable progress toward achieving full compliance with 21 CFR 11 requirements. 3

The inspector is to check electronic records for “accessibility, durability, and accuracy” over the lifetime of the records’ required retention periods. Typical inspector questions include:
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Who is authorized to access the system and enter or change data?

Are original data entered directly into an electronic record at the time of collection or are the data transcribed from paper records into an electronic record?

Are there edit checks and data logic checks for acceptable ranges of values?

Here is the key instruction to inspectors: “If initial findings indicate the firm’s electronic records may not be trustworthy and reliable, a more detailed evaluation [i.e., an Extended inspection] may be warranted.”

Setting aside the few firms that automate most or all of their product production, the issues the agency are looking for leave every FDA-regulated company vulnerable in at least two ways:

- stable records retention, and
- Part 11 compliance progress.

A brief analysis of FDA warning letters citing Part 11 issues since early 2010 confirms these vulnerabilities.

**Part 11 Citations**

Since 2010, FDA’s observations related to 21 CFR 11 noncompliance cover laboratories, manufacturing and clinical trials: the entire product lifecycle. The core commonality is a lack of controls that call into question the reliability of a company’s information used to make decisions around product safety and/or efficacy (or otherwise to ensure compliance with predicate rules).

In April 2010, the FDA issued a Warning Letter to Capricorn Pharma and its laboratories, noting: “Your firm’s laboratory analysts have the ability to access and delete raw chromatographic data. . . . Due to this unrestricted access, there is no assurance that laboratory records and raw data are accurate and valid.”

One month later, the agency cited AVEVA Drug Delivery Systems: “Your firm failed to check the accuracy of the input to and output from the computer and related systems of formulas or other records and data and establish the degree and frequency of input/output verifications.”

In February 2011, the agency had harsh words for contract manufacturer Ningbo Smart Pharmaceutical Co.:

You are responsible for the accuracy and integrity of the data generated by your firm. A firm must maintain all raw data generated during each test, including graphs, charts, and spectra from laboratory instrumentation. These records
should be properly identified to
demonstrate that each released batch
was tested and met release specifications. Appropriate record retention
policies should also be in place. . . .

Should product quality or safety concerns arise in the future, the original
records pertaining to batches listed in an application may be integral in
providing reasonable assurances to the Agency regarding a product and
integrity of data submitted to support it. . . . We highly recommend
that you hire a third party auditor,

with experience in detecting data
integrity problems, who may assist
you in evaluating your overall com-
pliance with CGMP.7

Then, later this spring, the FDA
informed contract research organiza-
tion Alpha Laboratories, “As a contract
testing laboratory, it is your responsi-
bility to ensure the integrity of the data
generated and that all test results be
properly documented, maintained and
reported.”8

And just in case firms still were
questioning the need for data integrity
assurances under predicate rules as
part of 21 CFR 11 compliance, the FDA
informed Cadila Healthcare in a June
Warning Letter:

You are responsible for the accura-
cy and integrity of the data generated
by your firm. Provide a more compre-
hensive corrective action plan to
ensure the integrity of all data used to
assess the quality and purity of all
drugs manufactured at your facility,
including any registration lots.9

Ironically, given the agency’s intent
to raise the enforcement profile of Part
11, none of these warning letters actual-
ly cites 21 CFR 11, only the predicate
rules. Nonetheless, as should be clear
from the above Warning Letter
excerpts, FDA’s enforcement emphasis
for Part 11 compliance is all about how
companies ensure — or fail to ensure —
record integrity.

George Smith, one of the leaders of
FDA’s Part 11 revision team has repeat-
edly noted over the past five years,
“Validation is to intended use. Th us,
the exact same two computers or two
exact same software installations at two
different companies produce two dif-
f erent sets of records.” In other words,
Part 11 validation is undertaken to
ensure the integrity of the records pro-
duced and/or maintained by the com-
puterized system as part of a regulated
business process.

Protecting Yourself
To ensure your firm is on the right path,
look anew at your current Part 11 com-
pliance efforts (and those of your criti-
cal suppliers). Assess the scope of those activities. Given that FDA inspectors are looking first at records associated with proving product safety and efficacy, those systems that do not produce or maintain such records can be assigned a lower priority.

Because systems create and manage so many records, narrowing the scope of records — and therefore, the scope of systems — subject to 21 CFR 11 is crucial to avoid slipping back into a “validate everything” mentality.

As the Ningbo Warning Letter pointed out, your firm should have some sort of records retention schedule or matrix. This should list the types of records — e.g., training records, batch records, quality agreements and the like — that your firm is required to retain for a specified time period based on various regulations, laws, and contractual agreements. You can then use this retention schedule to assess the Part 11 risks associated with each record.

Avoid complications early on and start with a simple, one-question risk assessment: What could happen if a particular type of record is wrong, corrupted, accidentally destroyed, etc. (i.e., the information is unreliable)?

At the last management workshop I ran, I posed two situations for attendees to help them quickly see how to assess risk to records that might be under Part 11. First, I posed this question:

Imagine a situation wherein you discover two issues with your finished product shipping records (such as shipping manifests). Some of the records are missing, while some of the records are wrong (e.g., addresses are mixed up, recipient names are misspelled or even missing). Assuming no other controls exist, do these unreliable shipping records call into question, cause, or otherwise likely result in a loss of patient safety or product efficacy?

Although the product specifics involved might generate a possibility that unreliable shipping records could result in patient injury or product ineffectiveness (i.e., for a product that must be refrigerated, the firm could no longer guarantee that the product was picked up and delivered by a refrigerated delivery method), for most of the attendees and their firms, unreliable shipping records did not present an immediate risk to product safety or efficacy. Thus, even though the records are required under predicate rules, it is possible to place this shipping manifesto system on a lower priority of Part 11 compliance.

Next, I posed the attendees this question:

Now, imagine a similar situation, again with two similar issues — some records are missing, some are incorrect — but this time, the records in question are those that show finished product sterilization records. Assuming no other controls exist, do these unreliable product sterilization records call into question, cause, or otherwise likely result in a loss of patient safety or product efficacy?

In this context, we can clearly see that not being able to guarantee the finished product is sterile is a clear and direct risk to patient safety and/or product efficacy.

Assuming the records in these two instances are maintained electronically, the risk to the consumer, to the company, and of receiving a 483 FDA observation, is the driving force behind which computerized system should not only be prioritized in Part 11 compliance efforts, but that should also receive the greater share of Part 11 validation efforts.

Recognizing — and then building your Part 11 compliance program around — the reliability of records associated with product safety and efficacy (and predicate rule compliance) are the first steps in ensuring alignment with current FDA enforcement of 21 CFR 11.

Whenever I’m asked to help firms fix Part 11 compliance efforts gone awry, I am sadly no longer surprised at the continuation of the old computer validation miscues. Computer validation mistakes start subtly, build steadily, and cause no end of frustration.

To avoid Part 11 mistakes slipping into your compliance efforts, always keep the end in mind: Are FDA inspectors looking for reliable computers and software or reliable data on product safety and efficacy?
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